Fibroadenoma in Male Breast: A Case Report
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Abstract

Fibroadenoma of breast is very common in females, but a rarity in males. Gynecomastia and pseudogynecomastia is a common presentation. A case of fibroadenoma with concurrent gynecomastia in a young male is presented below.
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INTRODUCTION

Fibroadenoma although very common in female breast, is a rare but well recognized and documented entity even in male breast [1, 2]. Some authors have questioned the very existence of true fibroadenoma in male breast whereas a few believe that fibroadenoma of male breast are nodular foci of gynecomastia. Inspite of rarity, fibroadenoma of male breast have been reported sporadically in literature and there is also case series of 4 cases reported in literature by armed forces institute of pathology (AFIP) [3]. Most common association of male breast fibroadenoma is a concurrent gynecomastia. Gynecomastia and/or lobular differentiation have been known to coexist with male fibroadenomas and phyllodes tumors [2]. Here we present a rare case of fibroadenoma of male breast.

CASE

A male patient aged 25 years presented with right sided gynecomastia was referred for FNAC. On examination, a swelling measuring approximately 3x2 cm, soft to firm in consistency and freely mobile was present in the right breast. There were no other abnormal findings (figure 1). The left breast was normal. FNAC was done and cytological smears showed many scattered bare bipolar nuclei and few stromal fragments and occasional stag-horn pattern arrangement of cell clusters. There was no cellular atypia (figure 2 and 3). A diagnosis of fibroadenoma was made based on the above findings. This patient underwent lumpectomy and a confirmatory diagnosis of fibroadenoma was made histopathology (figure 4).

Fig-1: Gynecomastia of right breast

Fig-2: FNAC smear showing Stag-horn pattern: Giemsa (20X)

DISCUSSION

The male and female breasts are histologically and physiologically different. Male breast has variably sized ducts devoid of mammary lobules. The breast terminal duct lobular unit which is the site of female breast lesions is not well developed in males and this is the reason for rarity of male breast lesions [4].

Gynecomastia is a common entity with a prevalence of 30-70% among adults in different statistics [5]. It presents commonly as a discrete sub areolar swelling. It may be a physiological manifestation in development and may also be associated with variety of drugs [4]. There is benign proliferation of breast glandular tissue [5].

Increasing levels of obesity gives rise to pseudogynecomastia which has a high prevalence and it should be ruled out and with through history and there is no need for specialty referral [5].

The basic mechanism of gynecomastia in males is excess of estradiol which leads to breast proliferation. Most estradiol in men is derived from peripheral conversion of testosterone for adrenal estrone [5].

The percentage of men presenting with breast complaints has increased in the last 2 decades from 0.8 to 2.4 % [6]. Breast mammography for male enlargement of breast is advised as 1% of all breast cancer cases are in men [6].

Carcinoma of male breast is a rare cause of enlargement and accounts for less than 1% of all breast cancer cases and 0.2% of all cancer in male patients [5].

Many single case reports of fibroadenoma are available in literature as well as a rare series of 4 cases of male fibroadenoma diagnosed on biopsy has been reported by armed forces institute of pathology (AFIP) [7, 8].

Fibroadenoma in male breast almost always occurs concurrently with gynecomastia. On FNAB, many stromal cells with bare bipolar nuclei are seen on smear. Many sheets of uniform single cells arranged in staghorn pattern are seen as honeycomb appearance [9].

FNAC of male breast lesions only few studies are there and most have described distinction between gynecomastia and carcinoma [3]. In a cytological study of 529 cases, 49 had “fibroadenoma-like” picture. All 49 showed bare bipolar nuclei and stromal fragments. Epithelial atypia has also been reported in patients with fibroadenoma like picture [3]. FNA of 119 cases of male breast enlargement showed smears with variable cellularity ranging from virtually acellular to rich cellular smears. More cellular smears had a pattern similar to fibroadenoma [10]. There are varying opinions about the efficacy of FNAC in diagnosis of male breast lesions. Different cytological presentations within a gynecomastia can pose diagnostic problem in cytological diagnosis of fibroadenoma [3]. Unilateral male breast swelling is relatively common and definitive cytological diagnosis is infrequently obtained [5]. Biopsy is an investigation of choice for suspicious lesions which is associated with lower false negative and false positive rates as well as low incidence of pneumothorax [5].

FNAC of the male breast can present problems of diagnosis because the cytological assessment is often inadequate or occasionally can be confused with that of adenocarcinoma which might lead to unsatisfactory and repetitive investigation [5].

CONCLUSION

Fibroadenoma OD male breast is a definitive entity and not a myth, FNAC should be an integral part of initial assessment. FNAC is a reliable sensitive and specific technique which helps to avoid unnecessary surgery in lesions of male breast and should be
performed as standard procedure in clinical evaluation of male breast lesions. To avoid missed diagnosis of male breast cancer, lymphoma or other pathological conditions, consideration should be given to tissue sampling or imaging in most cases of gynecomastia that present after puberty.
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